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Abstract 

A lot of technological advancements in the field of vehicular communication has seen in the past 

decade, which has brought an increasing in a great extent day by day and it’s becoming as a leading 

research area which provides the scope in terms of safe driving, accident controllability, enhanced 

security and portability. As we are moving towards the fifth generation, which is showing its dominance 

on vehicular communication in the next coming years. In this regards the antennas which are used for 

communication is also an important factor and this paper brings a complete vision over vehicular 

communication, relevant antennas specified for the latest 5G communication and the paper is 

concluded with discussion on Internet of vehicles. The impact of Fractal geometry based antennas in 

the fields of vehicular communication as well as 5G for connected autonomous vehicles are also 

discussed through this paper. 
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 Introduction  

The basic elemental keys or objectives according to the model specified by Norman Bel Geddes to build 

automated road such that the safety can be improved, which gives better comfort, at a very high data 

transfer and efficiency [1]. By considering these four objectives the entire automation system was developed 

in the earlier days. As the generations, changing advancements in the fields of communications are 

happening which provides scope to go with some enhanced features in the automated vehicular 

communications like road safety, traffic management, accident avoidance, comfort less in driving, reduce 

fuel consumption, smart traffic light by providing priority to ambulance [2]. 

In order to move on with the above mentioned smart features through automated vehicles we need more 

bandwidth and also improved advancements for multi-band applications [3].Based on these requirements 

automated vehicle should have a communication control unit (CCU) and the system should accommodate 

with GSM band 2 (i.e.800/1900).Transceiver models with RF antennas are present in CCU which provides 

interface for every communication to permit the data exchange or transfer of information with different 

wireless access technologies:IEEE802.11a,Bluetooth,WIMAX(World Wide Interoperability for Microwave 

Access),LTE 2600,radio band ISM2.4G,UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System), DSRC 

(Dedicated Short Range Communication) [4].We are in a need of multi-hop communication or direct 

communication since the data transformation can be done between automated vehicle to vehicle, vehicle 

to node (device), vehicle to network and vehicle to everything [5]. At present we are operating with 

spectrum which is below 6GHz range for this multi-hop communication we are forwarding towards mm 

wave communication whose frequency spectrum is from 30 to 300 GHz, which is a bit higher when we 

talk about on-going spectrum range[6]. As mm wave frequency spectrum is used so its impact over vehicular 

spectrum as well as benefits of moving with wider spectrum are also discussed in this paper. 
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 As we are mentioning about the enhanced features through this vehicular communication the 

requirement of powerful antennas are very much essential [7]. This paper is intended to provide a broad 

understanding of vehicular communication and Antennas used for wireless applications. 

 Vehicle to Everything (V2X) Communication Overview  

 General the Vehicular Communication Network comprises vehicles and other communication entities [8]. 

To achieve the enhanced features through this automated vehicular system the data should get exchanged 

between vehicles and different communication entities, this mechanism of data sharing between the 

vehicles and different entities is named as Vehicle to Everything (V2X) Communication [9]. V2X integrates 

different modes of communication such as  

(i) V2V which is a Vehicular Ad-hoc Network where the two automated vehicles interact directly if they 

are located at nearby distances which works on the principle of Dedicated Short Range Communication 

(DSRC), if not a multi-hop communication is followed for data transmission. Identification of free slot 

available at parking lots, area can be considered as an example for this type of communication before the 

arrival of vehicle [10]. 

 

(ii)Vehicle2Network (V2N) /Infrastructure Communication comes when the data sharing is between 

Vehicle and road side communication or vice-versa i.e. the data is transferred towards networks like cloud, 

fog and grid. This communication needs facilities like special devices or infrastructure where the road side 

nodes were connected using wireless mediums like Wi-Fi data later data forwards towards cloud [11].  

 

iii) Vehicle to Device (V2D) communication is a method where communication takes place between vehicle 

and a device which are person/pedestrian/Passenger/cyclist. Due to this it can also be named as Vehicle 

to Pedestrian (V2P) communication [12]. 

 
Fig.1. Overview of V2X model 
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The way how V2X integrates different modes of communication and how vehicle communicate with 

surroundings are mentioned in fig 1 which helps us to obtain the enhanced features like safe driving, 

accident controllability, enhanced security ,portability, traffic flow and accident alerts[13]. 

 Vehicular Network Framing (VNF) 

For establishing different integrities of V2X Communication, a highly potential network framing is needed 

and it is comprised of following specified domains named as In- Vehicle domain, ad-hoc domain, Infra-

structure domain as well as Service domain [14]. 

In Vehicle Domain relates to the information regarding the status or condition of vehicle such as thermal 

conditions inside the vehicle, fuel consumption, reactivity towards voice based controls. To get the data 

regarding vehicle domain, manual interface with microcontroller based Controller networks are needed. 

This can also be achieved by using different wireless technologies such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Wimax and 

GPS [15]. 

 
Fig.2. Vehicular Network Frame (VNF)[1] 

 

Ad-hoc domain, where stream-less wireless network connection is done for inter-vehicle communications 

i.e. V2V communication and based on range, sometimes multi-hopping is essential. The RSUs sometimes 

help in the extension of range or else we can prefer a controller named as Communication Controller Unit 

(CCU) for the extension of range. 

Infra-structure domain relates a group of wired as well as wireless communication in which RSUs 

get connected through wired network infra-structure components to establish wireless transfer using 

hotspots and also switches’ and router’s. Access control for authorities can be made possible with wired 

connections. 
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Fig.3. Model of Infrastructure Domain [6] 

 

Service domain gives services to the automated vehicles using Infra-structure domain through V2I 

connectivity. Traffic related Services and Generic Services are the two classifications in this domain. 

Generic services relates to manufacture services, internet based services, subscription based services. 

 Vehicular Communications Applications (VCA) 

 Vehicular Network technology founds countless applications which are used to provide safe,secure,relief 

and portable environment.Here sequential programming module and event driven programming module 

are utilized to accessthe above mentioned applications..Based on the above mentioned features the 

vehicular communication applications are categorized into two ways named as safety and non- safety 

applications[6].  

 Providing the information about the curvature of road ahead, about accidental zone ahead, about 

weather conditions, about pedestrian crossings ahead,about road maintainence ahead comes under the 

safety applications i.e. safety applications are related in a direct form to the vehicles on road.All the service 

related works like repairs, next fuel station information, maintainence, navigation, hotels nearby and many 

comes under non-safety applications.Now we just move towards the impact of 5G on Vehicular 

communication applications. 

 Impact of 5G on VCA 

 Based on the growing needs of human beings the era of wireless communications had drastically changed 

from first generation to present fourth generation i.e. 4G in  

providing services like high quality and reliable communication.The development in wireless 

communication is set for providing high data rate, data capacity standards, multiple analysis and frequency 

reuse methods upto 4G[1]. 

 In 5G the concept of milli-meter wave communication came into picture whose operating 

spectrum is from 30 to 300GHz . As compared with present spectrum i.e. of 6GHz for vehicular 

communication the mm wave operating frequency spectrum is very high. By utilzing various coding 

techniques and improved modulation schemes as well as antenna beam forming analysis, using MIMO 

techniques and by applying fractal geometry leads to provide us high data rate, reduce interferance and 

reusablity of spectrum.In automative radar systems mm wave technique is used at a very high frequency of 

operation i.e. around 70GHz. The main requirement from 5G is of multi tasking capability and service 
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provision for various networks. As the author specified that for 5G communication the bit rate is around 

20Gbps with a frequency band of 700MHz and 500Km/hr mobility supportbut the maintainence of beam 

alignment with low latency is a major task according to the author[4]. 

 As IoT came into picture which has created a lot of impact towards technology even IoV also 

create an effect with millimeter wave communication and frequency band of operation.The data from the 

nodes (in this case automated vehicles) are forwarded towards cloud for sharing as well as accessing the 

information.As vehicles are huge so the data transfer rate will also be huge so this data whichever sent must 

be preserved in a dedicated cloud which completely relates to vehicle communication.The neraest 

transceiver named as EDGE collects the data from vehicles and later it is moved to fog and then to cloud. 

EDGE is the best option to reduce latency,as the vehicles dump the data therefore faster access is possible 

with enhanced protection and convinience.In between cloud and EDGE,fog acts as a middle level to 

provide faster data transfer and to minimize latency. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Model of Internet of Vehicles[3] 

 Existing Methods 

More Initiations on mixed antenna designs for upcoming generation are proposing by many researchers. 

In the regards of saving the space is concerned then conformal antennas plays a vital role because these 

conformal antennas are easily processed on the surface of the carrier. The conformal antenna may be a split 

type as well as Microstrip and strip-line. A way to maintain proper angle in between planar array and major 

lobe depends on the shape of the conformal antenna, due to this reason a cylindrical shape is concerned in 

many cases[8]. Conformal antennas are operated in a frequency range of 30 to 35GHz is suited for vehicular 

communication as mentioned in the fig 5. 
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Fig. 5. Conformal Antenna[6] 

By using conformal antenna the gain is more than 12dB and at the same time bandwidth achieved is more 

than 10%. As a point of drawback is concerened here is when the frequency of operation of antenna is very 

high then the radiation pattern becomes uncontrollable but in vehicular communication the pattern must 

be more directional and accurate [12].For this accuarte pattern achievement author proposed a model where 

polarization switching mechanism should be done in a precised way and orthogonally circular polarized 

modes using a dipole of type magneto-electric. 

 

The below figure shows a MIMO practical antenna used to capture the information from the nearest 

moving vehicles. 

 
Fig. 6. A view of MIMO antenna[6] 

As a move towards studying the papers on antenna designs, we found a captivating aerial whose operation 

matches to 5G spectrum, whose structure contains two resonators named as split ring and a closed ring. 

This specified aerial fabricated by a substrate named as Rogers of 0.2554mm thickness and has a low profile 
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of 6×8 mm2and its maximum gain is 4.64 dBi with improved efficiency up to 80%. As we go on increasing 

the radiators the size of antenna will also increase to overcome this staircase model antennas are preferred 

to reduce the overall size whose name is proposed as Zero-order resonance antenna [12].An antenna design 

for multiband operations and as well as increased bandwidth parameters are concerned the best antenna 

that comes into researchers mind is fractal antenna. Let us proceed with fractal antenna importance in 

vehicular communication and its applications. 

 Fractal Antennas 

Fractal geometry based antenna design implementation is found as a very interesting approach among the 

researchers, where this geometry focuses on two areas: one relates to design methodology and analysis of 

fractal antenna elements and the second one is on application of fractal concepts for antenna arrays. Fractal 

approach is majorly observed in UWB technology based applications like image sensing, Vehicular radar 

applications and measurements. Emerging designs based on fractal geometry are finding a lot of scope in 

upcoming 5G communications.  

 For the frequency range of 3.2 to 10.5GHz a new fractal design was proposed and this proposed 

system also relates study on distribution of current, group delays and radiation pattern whose results are 

found satisfactory but further enhancement is also possible. Further enhancement is done using two 

methods where the first approach specifies using fractal layers and the second method is two layered fractal 

. These antennas are highly significant in vehicular to everything communications/applications in present 

platform. Researchers can move on for the progress for various modes of applications in 5G with the help 

of fractal antenna designs. 

 Conclusion 

A complete review on vehicular communications and vehicular communication applications are provided 

through this paper. A review on antennas used for 5G communications and what sort of problems 

encounter in antenna design for 5G and the remedies for those problems in different authors point of view 

are also discussed. Novelty of various antennas with fractal geometry was discussed along with their impact 

on the society and technology in the upcoming applications. 
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